PREMIUM PAINT FINISHES

24 Standard Shutter Paint Colors

Pitch Black

Antique Bottle Green*

Charleston Proper Green*

Old Essex Green

Holly Green*

Emerald Green*

Envy Green

Trail Green*

Slate Stone

Olive Green*

Khaki Stone

Sage Grass

Colonial Times Blue

Blue Lagoon

Black Plum*

Chocolate Brownie*

Country Red

Really Red*

Blue Topaz*

Rain Drop*

Lemon Meringue*

Ballet Slipper*

Porcelain White*

So White

*Premium color option is not available for Timberlane’s Resilience Shutter Material
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PREMIUM PAINT FINISHES

INDULGE
YOURSELF
WITH COLOR.
Color can be the ultimate form of expression and personality. Your home
is an extension of your individualistic style and the color you select for
your shutter can make either a subtle bold statement. We’re certain our
collection of premium paint finishes will be an accurate representation.
Timberlane’s shutters are available in 24 Premium Colors that are selected
to specifically complement your home – whether your preference lies within
the more subdued, soft side of the color spectrum or you prefer to make a
statement with bold, vibrant color, there’s a color just for you.
If you don’t see something that immediately catches your eye, send us
a sample of a color you have in mind and we’ll custom match it.
Our state-of-the-art painting process features paint lines, finely tuned curing ovens as well as a
climate-controlled environment to ensure that each shutter has a stunning finish. This pristine process
creates a rich, lustrous appearance and long-lasting luster that protects against harmful
UV Rays.

The color chips shown in this guide may vary slightly from actual painted shutters. We recommend seeing a painted
color sample to assist in your decision-making process.

Need help selecting the right color?
Call us at 800-250-2221 to receive a color swatch delivered
right to your door at no charge.
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